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• Structure and community
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Disclaimer

• In preparation, I consulted people in ILD, SiD, CLICdp 
– Mostly ILD - open discussions in SiD anyway 

• All mistakes or superficial remarks are my 
responsibility. 

• I am not a silicon detector expert at all.
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September 7, 2014  ILD Meeting, Oshu City, Japan    --- M. Demarteau Slide 2 

Not$me,$I$hope$!!$$



SiD concept 
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Two detectors - or one? 

• Current baseline: 2 detectors 
• But presently there is no premium 

for being different 
• No guidance for, e.g. 

– cheap vs expensive 
– simple vs complex 
– aggressive vs conservative 
– low ECM vs high ECM 
– gaseous vs still  

• Convergence not unlikely 

• Consider myself as friend of and 
contributor to SiD and help to 
make it the best possible detector, 
regardless of others
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ILD and SiD

• General remarks heard in the LC 
community 

• Compared to ILD which some 
consider  

– large (expensive) 
– unambitious (cost optimisation) 
– unfocussed (technology options) 

• SiD appears 
– small 
– aggressive 
– weak 

• These attributes could turn into 
advantages once symmetry 
breaking axis is defined

7

Chapter 1. ILD: Executive Summary

Figure III-1.2
Quadrant view of the
ILD detector concept.
The interaction point
is in the lower right
corner of the picture.
Dimensions are in mm.

1.1 ILD philosophy and challenges

The particle flow paradigm translates into a detector design which stresses the topological recon-
struction of events. A direct consequence of this is the need for a detector system which can separate
e�ciently charged and neutral particles, even inside jets. This emphazises the spatial resolution for
all detector systems. A highly granular calorimeter system is combined with a central tracker which
stresses redundancy and e�ciency. The whole system is immersed in a strong magnetic field of
3.5 T. In addition, e�cient reconstruction of secondary vertices and very good momentum resolution
for charged particles are essential for an ILC detector. An artistic view of the detector is shown in
Figure III-1.1, a vew of a quarter of the detector is seen in Figure III-1.2.

The interaction region of the ILC is designed to host two detectors, which can be moved in and
out of the beam position with a “push-pull” scheme. The mechanical design of ILD and the overall
integration of subdetectors takes these operational constraints into account.

The ILC is designed to investigate the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. It will
allow the study of the newly found higgs-like particle at 126 GeV. It will search for and explore new
physics at energy scales up to 1 TeV. In addition, the collider will provide a wealth of information on
standard model (SM) physics, for example top physics, heavy flavour physics, and physics of the Z
and W bosons, as discussed earlier in this document. A typical event (tt̄ at 500 GeV) is shown in
Figure III-1.3. The requirements for a detector are, therefore, that multi-jet final states, typical for
many physics channels, can be reconstructed with high accuracy. The jet energy resolution should be
su�ciently good that the hadronic decays of the W and Z can be separated. This translates into a
jet energy resolution of ‡E/E ≥ 3 ≠ 4% (equivalent to 30%/

Ô
E at 100 GeV). Secondary vertices

which are relevant for many studies involving heavy flavours should be reconstructable with good
e�ciency and purity. Highly e�cient tracking is needed with large solid-angle coverage.

186 ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part III

1.2. Silicon-based Tracking

Figure II-1.2
SiD quadrant view.

the high magnetic field, makes for a very compact system, thereby minimising the size and costs of
the calorimetry.

To provide for a very robust track-finding performance the baseline choice for the vertex detector
is a sensor technology that provides time-stamping of each hit with su�cient precision to assign it to
a particular bunch crossing. This significantly suppresses backgrounds.

Several technologies are being developed. One of them is a CMOS-based monolithic pixel sensor
called Chronopixel. The main goal for the design is a pixel size of about 10 ◊ 10 µm2 with 99%
charged-particle e�ciency. Prototype devices have demonstrated that the concept works; what should
be a fully functional chip is presently under test. More challenging is the 3D vertical integrated silicon
technology, for which a full demonstration is also close.

Minimising the support material is critical to the development of a high-performance vertex
detector. Di�erent groups are studying an array of low-mass materials such as reticulated foams and
silicon-carbide materials. An alternative approach that is being pursued very actively is the embedding
of thinned, active sensors in ultra low-mass media. This line of R&D explores thinning active silicon
devices to such a thickness that the silicon becomes flexible. The devices can then be embedded in,
for example, Kapton structures, providing extreme versatility in designing and constructing a vertex
detector.

Power delivery must be accomplished without exceeding the material budget and over heating
the detector. The vertex detector design relies on power pulsing during bunch trains to minimise
heating and uses forced air for cooling.

Detectors: SiD Detailed Baseline Design ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part II 59

SiD
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Only SiD

• SiD, considered per se, might be  
• too small 
• too aggressive 
• too weak 

• Pointless to argue between 
optimist and pessimist  

• Constructive realist: For the 
time being, need to understand 
the derivatives 

• Gain strength and flexibility
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Chapter 1
SiD Concept Overview

1.1 SiD Philosophy

SiD [63] is a general-purpose detector designed to perform precision measurements at a Linear Collider.
It satisfies the challenging detector requirements that are described in the Common Section. SiD is
based on the PFA paradigm, an algorithm by which the reconstruction of both charged and neutral
particles is accomplished by an optimised combination of tracking and calorimetry. The net result
is a significantly more precise jet energy measurement that results in a di-jet mass resolution good
enough to distinguish between W and Z hadronic decays.

SiD (Figures II-1.1, II-1.2) is a compact detector based on a powerful silicon pixel vertex
detector, silicon tracking, silicon-tungsten electromagnetic calorimetry (ECAL) and highly segmented
hadronic calorimetry (HCAL). SiD also incorporates a high-field solenoid, iron flux return, and a muon
identification system. The use of silicon sensors in the vertex, tracking and calorimetry enables a
unique integrated tracking system ideally suited to particle flow.

Figure II-1.1
SiD on its platform,
showing tracking (red),
ECAL (green), HCAL
(violet) and flux return
(blue).

The choice of silicon detectors for tracking and vertexing ensures that SiD is robust with respect
to beam backgrounds or beam loss, provides superior charged particle momentum resolution, and
eliminates out-of-time tracks and backgrounds. The main tracking detector and calorimeters are
“live” only during each single bunch crossing, so beam-related backgrounds and low-p

T

backgrounds
from gg processes will be reduced to the minimum possible levels. The SiD calorimetry is optimised
for excellent jet energy measurement using the PFA technique. The complete tracking and calorimeter
systems are contained within a superconducting solenoid, which has a 5 T field strength, enabling the
overall compact design. The coil is located within a layered iron structure that returns the magnetic

57
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SiD concept

• Particle Flow detector, sure 
• Central choice: an all-silicon 

tracking system 
– robust tracking even in 

harsh backgrounds 
– best momentum resolution 

with compact dimensions  
• 10 years ago: exotic! 
• Today supported by LHC: 

routine! 
• Cost-driven choice of basic 

parameters such as radius 
and magnetic field 

• R more expensive than B: 
small detector

9
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$iD optimisation

• Use the Pandora master formula and fold in cost  
• Find minimal cost for fixed JER 
• Minimal JER from physics 

• Engineering validation of cost functions postponed 

10

INTRODUCTION

Given these tools, it is possible to choose what set of global parameters minimize the
cost of the detector for a desired jet energy resolution. Figure 1.3 shows an example. This
study, and a similar study based on jet energy resolutions for 100 GeV jets, lead to the choices
of R = 1.25m, B = 5T, and ∏ = 5 interaction lengths.

Figure 1.3: SiD cost vs radius. In the plot at left, the radius and B field are varied in such
a way that a fixed value of jet energy resolution, ¢E/E = 0.0378, is maintained. At right,
the radius and HCal depth, ∏, are varied. In both cases, Thomson’s parameterization of the
jet energy resolution for 180 GeV jets is used, along with the SiD costing model. The cost
optimal point in this case is near the SiD baseline, with R=1.25 m, B=5 T, and ∏=4.5.

This exercise can of course be repeated for a full range of jet energy resolutions, yielding
an optimal cost (and selection of R,B, ∏) for each jet energy resolution.

The final step is to use the cost vs. jet energy resolution and the physics performance vs.
jet energy resolution inputs, to see how errors in a measured physics quantity change as the
cost of the detector is varied. An example is shown in Figure 1.4. What performance is good
enough? Obviously, the detector performance must be adequate for making measurements to
the accuracy motivated by the physics. Once that is satisfied, it is desirable to pay as little
for such performance as possible. Ideally, the chosen design should sit near the “knee” of the
performance vs cost plot.

The parameters selected for the SiD baseline place SiD’s cost somewhat beyond the cost
vs performance “knee”; this fact reflects the existence of additional performance constraints
and some conservatism. The optimization process outlined above has been based solely on
jet energy resolution. Of course other detector characteristics must be optimized as well,
especially track momentum resolution and impact parameter resolution. The choice of B
= 5T does improve the jet energy resolution compared to choices of lower B, and it helps
to optimize the cost by making the detector compact, but it also provides superb track
momentum resolution. Furthermore, since it allows the smallest possible beam pipe radius
by constraining the orbits of beamstrahlung-produced e+e° pairs, it optimizes vertex detector
resolution as well. While less expensive detectors, with poorer jet energy resolution, may still
be adequate for ILC jet physics, their tracker radii are typically below the chosen value of
1.25 m. Such trackers would not deliver the desired tracking performance, so more compact

8 SiD Letter of Intent

ILC Environmental Concerns

Figure 1.4: Fractional error in the measurement of the triple Higgs coupling in SiD, as a
function of the cost of the detector. The SiD baseline is the point at $238M (ILC units),
slightly beyond the “knee”. Similar curves can be generated for other physics measurements.

designs have not been chosen. Technical uncertainties restrict the maximum B field to 5T
and the maximum R to 1.25 m in the case where B=5T.

The optimization process will be iterated in tandem with ongoing consideration of
improvements to the detector design.

1.5 ILC Environmental Concerns

The ILC beams comprise trains consisting of 2820 bunches, separated by 308ns; the train
repetition rate is 5 Hz. Consequently, the bunch trains are about one millisecond long, sepa-
rated by intervals of 199 milliseconds. The resulting machine backgrounds can be classified as
being either directly due to the beam collisions or non-collision-related. Events contributing
to the first category are:

• disrupted primary beam exiting the IP

• beamstrahlung photons

• e+e°-pairs from beam-beam interactions

• radiative Bhabha events

• hadrons or muons from ∞∞ interactions.

The second category is populated with events from:

SiD Letter of Intent 9

• Use the Pandora master formula σ~B-0.3R-1 
and fold in cost  

• Find minimal cost for fixed JER 
• Minimal JER from physics (HHH) 
• Partially supported by studies using ILD 

software and Pandora 
• Studies done 2008 for the LOI  
• Excellent! - But needs to be revised 

with realistic SiD simulation  
• and prototype-validated cost functions

Marcel Stanitzki19

ECAL inner radius

Detector TAG rms90 (91 GeV) rms90 (200 GeV)

LDC00Sc 24.6 ± 0.3 29.7 ± 0.5

SIDish 27.9 ± 0.4 35.4 ± 0.7

SIDish_r10_z17 30.4 ± 0.4 42.5 ± 0.8

SIDish_r15_z17 27.7 ± 0.4 34.4 ± 0.6

Stanitzki

LOI
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Safety margins?

11

Frank&Simon&(fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)
ILD$Op'misa'on$.$Current$Status$
ILD&Mee9ng,&Oshu,&September&2014

Conclusions, Anyone?
• Looking for:

10

• Found so far:
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• Exact position may 
depend on details 

• May not reach some of 
other goals 
• RM, material budget, 

B, # tracker layers
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Safety margins?
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Trong Hieu TRAN SiW ECAL-sDHCAL dimension-performance optimisation 17/19

Effect of tracking on JEREffect of tracking on JER

Tracking performance degrades for small 
radii  effect on PFA performance need to →

be checked
Use MC truth tracks as input for 
PandoraPFA
Slight difference observed but not dramatic

Example: 
ILD ECAL study, 
T.H. Tran, LCWS13 

• Exact position may 
depend on details 

• May not reach some of 
other goals 
• RM, material budget, 

B, # tracker layers
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Beyond jet energy resolution

• SiD (like ILD) and its calorimeters have been optimised for 
jet energy resolution using particle flow 

• JER is not everything! 
• Particle ID is under-exposed  

– Indirect impact on PFLOW performance 
– Direct impact on other physics analyses 

• isolated leptons vs hadronic background 
• leptons in jets from heavy quark decays,  
• e.g. for calibration of vertex based b,c tag efficiencies 

– Electron pion separation : ECAL and HCAL 
– Muon pion separation : (ECAL,) HCAL and TCMT 

• Tau decays with π0 reconstruction  
– important tool to tag CP of e.g. Higgs decays 
– 2 photon separation ↔ RM and RECAL

12

No picture            

SUBSYSTEMS

Figure 2.15: Simulated ⇢+ ! ⇡+⇡� decay in the SiD detector.

separating electromagnetic showers from the tracks of hadrons which haven’t interacted or
muons. The longitudinal segmentation is chosen not only to achieve the required electromag-
netic energy resolution, but also to provide discrimination between electromagnetic showers
and hadronic interactions which may occur in the ECAL. Finally, there should be a su�cient
number of longitudinal readout layers to provide charged particle tracking in the ECAL. This
is important not only for the PFA algorithms, but also to provide calorimeter-assisted track
pattern recognition (see Section 2.1 Vertex and Tracking System). An important benefit of an
ECAL which meets these requirements is that it is an imaging calorimeter. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.15, which shows a simulated ⇢+ ! ⇡+⇡� decay in SiD. The photons are clearly
distinguished from each other and from the charged track in the ECAL.

The ECAL described in this section according to the qualitative description above is
expected to have capabilites including:

• Precise measurement of beam-energy electrons and positrons (and photons) from (radia-
tive) Bhabha scattering. This is sensitive to contact terms and the angular distribution
provides important information on electroweak couplings, e.g. in interference terms
between Z, �, and a new Z 0. The Bhabha acollinearity distribution provides a key in-
put for the measurement of the di↵erential luminosity spectrum[1], which is needed for
precision mass determinations coming from cross-section measurements at threshold.

• Identification of electrons from semileptonic decays, Dalitz decays, and photon conver-
sions.

• EM energy resolution of 17%/
p

E , which is more than adequate to contribute negligibly
to the overall jet energy resolution.

• PFA reconstruction of photons in jets with high (95%) e�ciency and photon vertexing.
The impact parameter resolution for photons of ⇠ 1 cm would be important for identi-
fying decays where photons are the only visible decay products, such as predicted from
some gauge-mediated SUSY-breaking models.

38 SiD Letter of Intent
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SiD concept

• The choice of silicon for the tracker gains in 
attractiveness and realism thanks to LHC 
experience and upgrade efforts 

– could be exploited more; e.g. study performance 
(efficiency and resolution) for LC events in present 
and future LHC detectors (a la TLEP) 

• The early LOI studies with parameterisations or 
idealised detectors and reconstruction need to be 
replaced by realistic simulations (supports, 
services) 

• Distance to “cliffs” must be known - existence of 
safety margins must be demonstrated 

– in terms of parameters like R and B 
– in terms of assumptions on, e.g,  RM, material 

budget or hit occupancy 
• There must be prototypes!

13



SiD detector
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SiD vertex and track detector

• In the SiD concept the vertex 
detector plays a central role and 
is much more than a nice add-
on to enhance heavy flavour 
tagging 

• Si tracker implies track 
reconstruction “inside - out” 
with stand-alone track seeding 
in the vertex detector 

• Like other experiments, SiD 
foresees to select vertex 
technology at a later stage and 
places bets on future progress 
in micro-electronics 

• In SiD, the associated risks 
affect the concept as a whole

15

Tracker Design  
•  Support 

–  Double-walled CF cylinders 
–  Allows full azimuthal and  

longitudinal coverage  
•  Barrels 

–  Five barrels, measure φ  
only 

–  10 cm z segmentation  
–  Barrel lengths increase  

with radius 
•  Disks 

–  Four double-disks per end, lampshade geometry  
–  Measure R and φ 
–  Varying R segmentation 
–  Disk radii increase with Z 

•  Demonstrate the mechanical stability of the lightweight carbon fiber support 
structures, especially under power pulsing (Lorentz forces) power pulsing to 
be addressed; are there ways to reduce the material budget? 

SiD Collaboration Meeting, Tokyo, September 2, 2014  -- M. Demarteau Slide 22 
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Vertex detector

• Role in track seeding requires time (bx) stamping of all hits 
• Power budget ~ 50 W → read-out after bunch train 
• Material budget 0.1% X0 / layer, 20 µm pixels  
• Such a device (meeting all specs together) does not exist yet: 

timing capabilities of a hybrid, material budget of a monolith

16

Layout 
•  Baseline vertex detector:  

–  Central: 5-layer barrel, consisting of two sub-assemblies clam-shelled 
around beam pipe  

–  End cap: two 4-plane end disk assemblies and three additional disks per 
end for extended coverage  

•  All elements are supported indirectly from the beam tube via double-walled, 
carbon fiber laminate half-cylinder 

•  Material budget 0.1% X0 per layer, with 20x20 µm2 pixel size barrel and end;  
50x50 µm2 forward  

SiD Collaboration Meeting, Tokyo, September 2, 2014  -- M. Demarteau Slide 10 

side view                                    end view 
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Vertex technology

• Chronopixel: monolithic CMOS 
• 25 µm pixels 

– expect* ~ 4 µm resol. - not 3 µm 
– not straightforward to make it 

smaller (goal 18 µm) 
• Still some operation and Xtalk 

issues to be understood 
• Power varies with occupancy 
• Depends on single industrial 

partner 

• VIP: 3D integrated chip 
• first prototypes  

17

Chronopixel 
•  Chronopixel design provides for single  

bunch-crossing time stamping 
–  When signal exceeds threshold, time  

stamp provided by 14 bit bus 
–  Comparator threshold adjusted for all  

pixels 
•  Prototype 1 

–  50x50 µm2 pixels, 180nm TSMC  
•  Prototype 2 

–  25x25 µm2 pixels, 90nm TSMC  

•  Results: 
–  BX time stamping works (300 ns  

period) 
–  Readout between trains demon- 

strated (sparse readout)  
–  Pulsed power (2 – 200 ms ON/OFF) works  
–  Sensor capacitance larger than  

expected (because of design rules) 

SiD Collaboration Meeting, Tokyo, September 2, 2014  -- M. Demarteau Slide 13 

Prototype 2 

No window around deep  
p++ implant reduces  

depletion layer, increases C 

Vertical Integrated Circuits – 3D 
•  Vertical integration of thinned and bonded silicon tiers with vertical 

interconnects between the IC layers 

•  Technology driven by industry; offers potential for transformational 
new detectors  

SiD Collaboration Meeting, Tokyo, September 2, 2014  -- M. Demarteau Slide 15 

Conventional MAPS 

pixel 

Addressing 
A/D, CDS, … 

A
dd

re
ss
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g 

Diode 

3T 

3-D Pixel 

pixel 

Detector 

ROIC 

Processor * Resolution examples: 
STAR: 21 µ pix σ = 3.7 µ  

EUDET: 18 µ pix σ = 3.1 µ
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Vertex detector issues

• Occupancy is critical, safety 
margins need to be 
demonstrated  

– background calculations need 
factor 10 

– integration time may be longer 
than 1 BX 

• Robustness of track seeding 
with more conservative 
assumptions 

– do not argue, look at derivatives 
• Cabling and cooling concepts 

need to be worked out 
– may affect long vs short barrel 

choice 
• Air cooling is ineffective and 

may require lots of space

18

Ventilators & ductwork

11

*Possible to add a third ventilator if needed
23/10/2014 Update on the new thermal mockup

CLIC vertex detector cooling mock-up for 500W
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Material BudgetMaterial Budget

R&D on Services, 
Mechanics, Cooling

Power pulsing
No cooling

ATLAS

ATLAS ITK Phase II

SiD
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Si tracker

• 5 barrel layers, rφ only, 4 disks 
• Many commonalities with LHC upgrades 
• Advantage: No rad-hard issues, power pulsing 

• Material budget goal twice as ambitious: 0.1 vs 
0.2% X0 

• Some doubt whether this is realistic 
• Show that with 0.2% performance not critically 

degraded (another cliff?)

19

Marcel Stanitzki9

From HL-LHC to ILCFrom HL-LHC to ILC

<μ>=140

ILC  tt event

Moving from 140 interactions per crossing to ~1 event/train 

Marcel Stanitzki13

Material BudgetMaterial Budget

R&D on Services, 
Mechanics, Cooling

Power pulsing
No cooling

ATLAS

ATLAS ITK Phase II

SiD
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Si tracker resolution

• Toy MC study to understand ILD and SiD asymptotic 1/pT 
resolution

20

ILD,single,point,resolu)ons,

30,Oct,2014, LCTPC,WP#207,J,Jan,Timmermans, 3,

Detector' R'(mm)' Sigma'(μm)'

VTX, 16.0, 2.8,

18.0, 6.0,

37.0, 4.0,

39.0, 4.0,

58.0, 4.0,

60.0, 4.0,

SIT, 153.0, 7.0,

300.0, 7.0,

TPC,(220,points), 380,J,1694, 100.0,

SET, 1811.0, 7.0,

I.P., 0.0, 0.7,
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Si tracker resolution

• Toy MC study to understand ILD and SiD asymptotic 1/pT 
resolution

20

ILD,single,point,resolu)ons,

30,Oct,2014, LCTPC,WP#207,J,Jan,Timmermans, 3,

Detector' R'(mm)' Sigma'(μm)'

VTX, 16.0, 2.8,

18.0, 6.0,

37.0, 4.0,

39.0, 4.0,

58.0, 4.0,

60.0, 4.0,

SIT, 153.0, 7.0,

300.0, 7.0,

TPC,(220,points), 380,J,1694, 100.0,

SET, 1811.0, 7.0,

I.P., 0.0, 0.7,

SiD,single,point,resolu)ons,
(note:,the,sigmas,(from,M.,Stanitzki),are,(much),beRer,than,for,ILD),

30,Oct,2014, LCTPC,WP#207,J,Jan,Timmermans, 9,

Detector' R'(mm)' Sigma'(μm)'

VTX, 14.0, 2.5,

22.0, 2.5,

35.0, 2.5,

48.0, 2.5,

60.0, 2.5,

Tracker, 219.5, 5.5,

469.5, 5.5,

719.5, 5.5,

969.5, 5.5,

1219.5, 5.5,

I.P., 0.0, 0.7,

SiD,single,point,resolu)ons,
(note:,the,sigmas,(from,M.,Stanitzki),are,(much),beRer,than,for,ILD),

30,Oct,2014, LCTPC,WP#207,J,Jan,Timmermans, 9,

Detector' R'(mm)' Sigma'(μm)'

VTX, 14.0, 2.5,

22.0, 2.5,

35.0, 2.5,

48.0, 2.5,

60.0, 2.5,

Tracker, 219.5, 5.5,

469.5, 5.5,

719.5, 5.5,

969.5, 5.5,

1219.5, 5.5,

I.P., 0.0, 0.7,

from M.Stanitzki
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Si tracker resolution

• Toy MC study to understand ILD and SiD asymptotic 1/pT 
resolution

20

SiD,1/pT,,resolu)on,summary,
(in,units,of,10J5,GeVJ1),

30,Oct,2014, LCTPC,WP#207,J,Jan,Timmermans, 16,

Using'M.'Stanitzki’s'
single'p.'resoluMons'

SiT'5'layers' SiT'4'(inner)'
layers'

SiT'3'(inner)'
layers'

SiT'2'(inner)'
layers'

VTX,+,n,SiT,layers, 1.75, 2.95, 5.78, 13.7,

IP,+,VTX,+,n,SiT,
layers,

1.60, 2.56, 4.58, 9.17,

Using'ILD'single'p.'
resoluMons'

SiT'5'layers' SIT'4'(inner)'
layers'

SiT'3'(inner)'
layers'

SiT'2'(inner)'
layers'

VTX,+,n,SiT,layers, 2.21, 3.70, 7.20, 17.0,

IP,+,VTX,+,n,SiT,
layers,

1.99, 3.16, 5.57, 11.1,

Remember:,for,(nominal),ILD,1.89,resp.,1.66,,
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Tracker ModuleTracker Module

ATLAS SiD

● ATLAS ITK barrel 

module prototype

● Hybrid +wirebonding

● CO
2
 cooling

● 5120 channels

● SiD barrel module drawing

– modules exist, waiting for 

bump-bonding

● Hybridless + bump-bonding

● Air-cooled

● 2048 channels

MC
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Si tracking issues

• An engineering prototype meeting the design 
goals would eliminate these concerns completely 

• For the time being, understand the derivatives: 
simulations with more conservative assumptions 
should show that there are no cliffs nearby 

• The claim that SiD and ILD performance (and 
thus cost) comparisons are not fair must be 
addressed 

• Space points in the barrel (e.g. strixels) could 
enhance background robustness
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SiD ECAL

• Very advanced integration 
concept - unfolds the 
potential of Si for calorimetry 
and competes favourably! 

• Small RM key to small RECAL 
– is it critical at all depths? 

• KPiX offers standardised 
electronics for tracker and 
calorimeters - the way it 
should be 
– can we add a test beam 

mode? 
• Buffer depth: safety margins  

for adverse background 
conditions?
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The SiW ECALThe SiW ECAL

● One ECAL Si sensor

– 1024 hexagonal pixel

– Readout by 1 KPiX

● KPiX and cable bump-

bonded to the sensor

● Analog Readout 

– Deposited charge

● Aim: minimize gap size

● Tungsten plates used as 

heatsink
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ECAL test beam

• First beam test: major step from 
powerpoint to reality, nice success! 

• Also revealed some cross-talk issues 
– being addressed in next KPiX version 

• ALL Si ECAL prototypes so far had cross 
talk issues 

• Si valued for its compactness and stability, 
cost seen as the only disadvantage.  

• Focus was on ASIC and interconnect. 
• No intrinsic amplification: analogue 

measurement over large dynamic range, 
digitisation close to sensor 

• Not a show stopper, but system tests are 
of highest importance 

– may well influence overall design 
• Need full e.m. stack and demonstrate σE 
• Test long slab (maybe use dummy wafers)

23

R&D goal: Test beam module – 30 
layers with same long. profile as SiD 

R Frey     SiD   15Oct2013 5 

Marco Oriunno 
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T-511 Overview 

•  SLAC End Station A 
•  4 half-days of good running, July 26-29 
•  12.1 GeV electrons 
•  particles per pulse: ~ 0.5 to ~ 5 
•  well-defined beam 
•  movable x-y platform 
•  upstream instrumentation: one plastic 

scintillator  
•  remote control and monitoring at CLA 
•  online analysis using JAS (thanks to 

Dima Onoprienko, Tony Johnson) 
•  excellent support from SLAC (thanks to 

Carsten Hast, Christine Clarke) 

R Frey     SiD   15Oct2013 2 

profile in depth 

R Frey     SiD   15Oct2013 14 
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monster behavior increases with more 
hit pixels (multi-electrons) 
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DHCAL

• The biggest prototype endeavour of 
SiD so far. Success and major 
scientific contribution. 
– Proof-of-principle: digital calorimetry 

works 
• Unique opportunity to understand 

(i.e. model) gaseous calorimeters at 
fine grain 

• This is still on its way and will take a 
few years more time  
– analysis effort very weak 

• There is room to improve the link to 
SiD simulations and optimisation 
study 

• Still to demonstrate the benefit of 
higher granularity for particle flow 
(beyond single particle resolution)

24

Digital Hadron Calorimeter (DHCAL)!

2*

Concept(of(the(DHCAL(
*
• *Imaging*hadron*calorimeter*
op)mized*for*use*with*PFA***

• *1Cbit*(digital)*readout*

• *1*x*1*cm2*pads*read*out*individually*
(embedded*into*calorimeter!) **

• *Resis)ve*Plate*Chambers*(RPCs)*as*
ac)ve*elements,*between*steel/
tungsten*

  Each*layer**with*an*area*of*~*1*x*1**m2*is*read*
out*by*96*x*96*pads.*

  The*DHCAL*prototype*has*up*to*54*layers*
including*the*tail*catcher*(TCMT)*~*0.5M*
readout*channels*(world*record*in*calorimetry!)*

*
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DHCAL response

• Main difficulty is that the DHCAL is not 
digital 

• Response in number of hits depends on 
gas gain and thus on many factors 

– T, p, thickness, purity, rate, local 
occupancy  

– calibration & monitoring not simple 
• May be mitigated for other technologies 

with m ~ 1.0 
– µM, GEM, 1-glass RPC 
– to be seen 

• Response saturates, so does resolution at 
~ 10% 

• Semi-digital readout helps 
– but aggravates environmental dependence 

• For the use of analoge information the 
(semi-) digital read-out lacks redundancy 
for calibration & monitoring 

– concepts to be developed 
25
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Figure 1. Number of hits as a function of spill time for 3 different thresholds at 30 GeV run from September.

Ncorr =
3

Â
i=1

Nhiti� slopei ⇤TimeInSpill (2.1)

where Nhiti is the number of hits of a given threshold i at the beginning of the spill and TimeInSpill22

is the occurrence time within the spill. The results before and after the linear fit calibration for 8023

GeV run from September data can be seen in Figure 2. The alternative way of doing the correction24

is a time slots calibration. For each run and each threshold, the spill time was divided by 5 slots.25

– 2 –

SDHCAL response  
for 3 thresholds  
vs time in spill 
(space charge  
reduces gain)

!

Pad multiplicity 
vs µ position
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Calorimeter issues

• The SiD ECAL joined the test beam club and changed the 
landscape - following this up is of utmost importance. 

• Address the system issues: these are NOT easy simply because it 
is silicon. Go to interface design, cooling, services, long modules - 
and maintain the close link between R&D and concept. 

• The DHCAL data treasure must be secured, the analysis effort be 
re-enforced. 

• The goal of test-beam validated SiD performance optimisation is 
still out there.  

• An SiD group should take the (few) SiD specific issues of the 
AHCAL on board and strengthen the link between R&D and SiD 
concept. 

26
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Things left aside

• FCAL: well catered by FCAL collaboration - 
difficult to say anything SiD specific.  
– Link to R&D collaboration does work well, SiD 

present in FCAL and vice versa. 

• Muons: SiD is the only framework where muon 
R&D takes place at all.  
– Fulfils an important role in the LC community. 

• Software: SiD software depends on 
developments - PANDORA, LCFI - which are 
mainly taking place in other frameworks. 
– Close cooperation with ILD, CLICdp, maybe FCC-

ee is essential, DD4HEP is an important effort.

27
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MuonsMuons

● Baseline option

– Scintillator bars 

– SiPM readout

– First engineering 

desing of the muon 

layers

● RPC remains an option

– Still actively being 

pursued

Barrel

Endcap



SiD structure  
and community

28
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SiD structure

29
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Organigram – September 2014Organigram – September 2014
SiD Spokes

Andy White, Marcel Stanitzki

Execu	ve  Commi;ee
H. Aihara, J. Brau, M. Breidenbach, P. Burrows

M. Demarteau, T. Barklow, N. Graf, Y. Karyotakis,

 J.  Jaros, H.Weerts Ins	tute Board
Ins'tute Reps

Ins	tute Board Chair

(P. Burrows ad interim )

elects

appoints

Detector /R&D
J. Brau

Physics
T. Barklow, P. Rolo, 

Sim/Reco
N. Graf, J. Strube

Vertexing
R.Lipton, 

W Cooper

Tracking
M. Demarteau

Muons
H. Band, E. Fisk

ECAL
R. Frey, NN

HCAL
NN

Forward
B. Schumm, 

T. Maruyama

Cos'ng
M.Breidenbach

Engineering
M.Breidenbach

M. Oriunno

Solenoid
W. Craddock

MDI
P. Burrows

T. Markiewicz

M.Oriunno

Electronics
NN

Technical Coordinator
M. Breidenbach

• Proven to be highly efficient, 
example for others 

• Little to improve: 
– clarify role of EC members 

without mandate 
– At some point will need a 

publication office / speakers’ 
bureau 

• chair should be elected by IB
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SiD community

• 22 groups, 40% from Europe 
– LOI: 72 groups 

• Half the size of ILD 
• Strong weight of American 

participation 
– root of the consortium’s 

dynamism, courage, vision 
– but represents a bulk risk for 

funding and continuity 
• Need less volatile portfolio 

admixtures 
• Will come at a price: different 

approaches and thus diversity 
– culture 
– technology

30
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Community building

• (From personal experience) 
• Balance and relationship between big labs and universities are 

key 
– no big labs, no prototypes 
– no universities, no community 

• There is nothing as efficient for bringing people together as the 
long days and nights of common test beam campaigns 
– task sharing in prototype construction 
– distributed data analysis software environment 

• In that respect CALICE and SiD so far failed to unravel the full 
potential of the DHCAL  

• In the “epsilontic” funding environments essential to build 
consensus about next big SiD prototype and unite behind it 
– candidates ECAL or tracker 
– impact on the LC landscape also beyond SiD guaranteed 

• Use the SLAC test beam 
31
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Summary

• SiD has the right genes - 
• let it mature and grow !

32

from Bruce Schumm’s Belgrade talk


